All Land is Native Land poster rework

ALL LAND IS NATIVE LAND

UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA STUDENTS REMEMBER

NOT STOLEN CONQUERED

PATRIOT FRONT
Diversity Makes Us Strong poster rework
Non-traditional families poster rework

America has been subject to the greatest threat to its collective existence. More dangerous than any foreign army, and more damaging than any famine or drought. This internal rot brought on by years of hatred and bigotry has convinced more and more Americans that we, as a country, must change. The strength of America lies in its people, all people, regardless of race, gender, sexual orientation or religious belief, only together can we truly change.
Normalizing and Accepting LGBTQ+ Individuals Will Unite Our Communities

We have the power to make a real difference in people's lives. By respecting LGBTQ+ individuals and who they are, we could usher in a new age of understanding and community. It wouldn't take extreme effort or difficulty, but simply a change of mind. Make the change that only you can make.

Only you can help solve this issue. Stand up for what is right. Educate those who do not understand. Do not tolerate bigotry or hate.

JOIN US!

Imposing Same-Sex Marriage Has Consequences.

Only you will determine whether traditional marriage stands or if the Legislature will force same-sex marriage upon us!

JOIN US!

Take action today to preserve one-men, one-woman marriage.
Race is A Social Construct poster rework

Race IS REAL
YOUR PROFESSORS ARE LYING TO KEEP THEIR JOBS

CHECK OUT THESE BOOKS TO DISCOVER WHAT IS BEING OMITTED FROM YOUR LECTURES

- a societal construct designed to oppress people of color
- forcing you to look past your own bias
- you tell yourself when the truth makes you uncomfortable

- book about how race changes behavior
- book about how equality is a failed experiment
- book about how races have evolved separately
- book about how different races have different levels of intelligence

- book about how minorities systematically steal from white people
- book about how diversity is dangerous
- book about why the differences between races are so important
- book about the 'reality' of the differences between races

- book about the 'reality' of the differences between races
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